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New Changes For
Insurers

For many years, the traditional insurance business model was remarkably stable. However, the digital
era has changed everything. This change has not been triggered and driven by the IT world, but by
the new generation of customers that has been coming to the market. Importantly, they cannot be
classified as generation Y, millennials or iGen because the advance of technology has spread to every
generation. Thus insurers start to talk about the “digital customer” who, regardless of age, moves
nimbly around the digital world. Such a customer expects tailor-made, superior products; having
instant access to them across fast, instant policy purchasing; fast claim handling; fast compensation
payments and more. And here “instant” means being in process 24/7 using the Internet, a
smartphone, Facebook, and other interfaces no matter where they are and what they are doing. As a
result, huge data volumes from the many channels literally began to “flood” organizations becoming
a major challenge for insurers. The best that many insurance companies can currently do is to start
perceiving this as a new opportunity for generating a strategy of data- driven customer intimacy.

Product LeadershiP
In today’s lightning-fast technology world,
InsurTechs specializing and focusing on
very narrow business sections are trying to
dominate in this field.

oPerationaL exceLLence

customer intimacy

Traditional cost - based tactics have been
increasingly ineffective and according to the
Accenture Strategy Report they cost $470B
annually because of declining loyalty and
poor customer experiences L&P
(customer churn).

Customer - centric companies tend to have
an organization which allows them to learn
and change quickly according to customers’
needs. These types of companies keep an
entire community of partners for the actual
production and delivery of products and
services to their customers.
Source: The Discipline of Market Leaders
(1997)

Less Paper,
More Trust

In the fast changing and competitive insurance industry, insurers being motivated by digital
customers and the InsurTechs ecosystem have to locate their customer experience in the center
of the value chain and operation. Against the backdrop of diminishing levels of consumer trust in
financial institutions, several initiatives have recently been deployed in the financial services arena
aimed at garnering consumer trust by “simplification” of procedures and legal written material. This
includes contracts, claim documents (such as evidence), standard contract terms, disclaimers, and
correspondence.
Without reinventing the way of doing business, one side effect of such a customer-centric strategy
might be an increase in risk exposure through a badly calculated offer, but there is also the emergence
of completely new patterns of fraud and abuse. Taking under consideration many commercial reports
where the number of detected and undetected frauds is estimated to represent up to 10% of all
claims, we are dealing with huge problem. These numbers vary across regions and types of insurance
(e.g., property insurance vs. life and health products) due to many factors such as level of process
digitalization, market functions and regulations, products offered and many more.
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Customer-Centric
Strategy vs
Specific Challenges
for Anti-Fraud Teams

Such a customer-centric business strategy is deeply reflected in the activities and processes which
generate new types of risks and which could trigger new fraud patterns. Currently professionals
dealing with the elimination of frauds and side effects four major challenges:
• It takes too long to generate results (e.g., weeks/months). Complex queries take many hours to
run.
• Proprietary systems architecture is complex and is too inflexible to quickly, easily ingest new data
sources (IoT, social media, telematic)
• Proprietary systems are for technical specialists; programming is required in order to test hypotheses
• Big Data frameworks are often inefficient and expensive to maintain - adding anything new carries
significant cost
One important element emerges from the above: Time. How fast anti- fraud teams are able to react
to changes in the business and how easily they can adapt these changes to ongoing processes
This white paper discusses a recent pilot project done with DataWalk with a large insurer who
addressed these challenges, who through only a pilot project increased total savings from detected
frauds by 11%.

For many vendors, Proof of Concept (POC) projects for advanced Enterprise software often take months. However, with DataWalk
software, such projects can be completed in a couple weeks, or even just a few days. Here we discuss a recent example with a fraud
detection use case.

DAY 1

Kickoff for this POC was pretty much standard. Our goal was to do a POC in order to prepare the
business case for the possible implementation of the DataWalk platform.
Our team consisted of our Account Executive, one Analyst, one System Engineer, and two Business
Consultants. Until this time only the Account Executive had talked with the customer, and the rest of
the team members were at the customer facility for the first time.
Our customer had two people participating at this point: the Director of the fraud department, and
an Analyst….and neither had much time.
From the beginning the work was intense. We first reviewed the customer’s current internal
processes, as well as available data sets. We then diagnosed the customer’s current situation:
• The number of detected fraud incidents varied significantly by line of business, and there was a
need for improvement.
• The customer had the expertise to increase fraud detection, but existing tools and processes did
not allow for this to be put into practice.
• There was a critical need for data integration in order to enable more effectively work on fraud
detection.
We then began work on the data model design. In the DataWalk system, modelling is done at the
business level using business terms, and is intended to reflect how the customer perceives their
business and wishes to address the most important and urgent needs. A key capability of DataWalk is
a flexible logical data model that can easily be modified, such that there is no need to agonize about
the structure of the physical model. With DataWalk, a first-pass model can easily be generated, and
this model can then be easily, quickly changed as needs evolve and/or become better understood.
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DETECTION RATE
ARDING RATE
FORW
ERSION RATE
CONV

the KPis we measured
• Detection rate – Number of suspicious cases
• Forwarding rate – Cases forwarded for
• investigation Conversion rate – Frauds prevented
• Avg. impact - Average impact/ case (value)

DAY 2

On Day 2 we reviewed the data model design with the customer to ensure the design was on target.
From our work the previous day, we already knew the types of data sets the customer had, and what
the relationships were between data in different databases. With this we were able to correctly
create the first-pass data model, which could now be directly modified in our tool.
At this point the customer was quite surprised; they had expected to only see the equivalent of a
PowerPoint slide, not a working data model in the application. This led them to quickly mobilize and
obtain some of their real data (from a previous quarter), anonymize it, and provide it to us to load
into the application.
This began a long and inspired discussion on the details of the model, covering both technical and
logical business relationships between data sets, as well as the expectations of cross-database
analysis of the data.
That afternoon the customer made their anonymized data available, and we put this data into our
system, under the first-pass data model. By the end of the day, we had a unified view of all the data
which had previously been in various data silos.

DAY 3

On Day 3, the customer was again surprised to be able to see all their data, and the relationships
between the data, on one screen! Business users immediately started to explore their data via the
visually-orientedDataWalk system. After watching our team use the tool a bit, these business users
were able to effectively use the system without training, and without any limitations.
To confirm our analysis, we asked for a larger sample of data. We also began detailed work on the
implementation of specific rules for testing various hypotheses for detecting frauds.
By the end of the day, we had provided business users with the capabilities and the freedom to work
independently, with data from multiple sources integrated under one visually-oriented interface.
By the end of the week, using the DataWalk scoring engine, the customer had already identified
significant frauds that had previously gone un-detected.
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Example of analytical environment
generated during the pilot project

see 3 minute video >

Example of score generated during
the pilot project

The DataWalk platform has a flexible, logical data model that can be easily modified. We could
constantly modify the model and adapt it to the customer needs, even when the model already
was loaded with data.
DataWalk can easily extract data from various SQL databases, Hadoop HDFS, Microsoft Excel and
various other sources, and integrate into a single environment for analysis. We could easily provide
a unified view of all data and the links between those data elements.
The enthusiastic engagement of our customer was critical. They helped us understand their key
needs in detail, and once they fully appreciated the possibilities of DataWalk, they aggressively
engaged to obtain additional data and accelerate the process.
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The Scenarios We
Tested

During the three-day POC some 98 anti-fraud hypotheses were tested. Some examples of such rules
and scenarios:

Scenario 1
Both customer premium and compensation paid with broker/agent bank account

+

AN

+
Injured party of a road incident while driving a premium car
The percentage of damage refused in all damages is greater than x%

BROKERS
Scenario 2

Claims re-opened and reviewed a by loss adjuster who was not assigned to it

+
+
Vehicles (VIN) was claimed a total loss in the past

AND/O

Individual or company occurs as injured/victim more than X times with the same VIN number

+

CLAIMS

Entity has more than 10 claims within one year

Scenario 3
Losses occurs in car repair shops, that have more than X suspicious claims in period Y

+
+
Relations between repair shops and law firms (outliers in no. of such connections in claims handling)

+

REPAIR SHOPS

AND/O

Losses occur in unauthorized car repair shops

More than Y KM distance between place of accident involving a premium car, and the repair shop

Data Sources That
Might Be Used

Data Warehouse Guidewire Logs Call Center Logs Mobile App Local Excels Public Sources Police
Notes IPs CRM Data
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DataWalk POC demonstration
(Video)
See a short video which presents
summary of this 3-day POC

see 3 minute video >

If you’d like to see the 1-hour live
demo via Webex, then simply click on
the button below and we will contact
you to arrange.
PLease contact me to
ARRANGE ONLINE DEMO
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